
  

 
 

Abstract—Transmission between high speed and high force 
motions is a classic, but challenging problem for most 
engineering disciplines as well as robotics. This study optimizes 
the performances (i.e., both velocity and force) of the distributed 
actuation mechanism (DAM) based on the novel concept of 
continuously variable gearing, which is inspired by muscle 
movement. To quantify continuously variable gearing in the 
DAM, the structural gear ratio (defined as joint speed/motor 
speed) is mathematically derived in terms of the slider position 
and the joint angle. Then, for a DAM-based three-revolute joint 
manipulator, a multi-objective optimization problem is 
formulated to determine the maximum end-effector velocity 
according to varying payloads. An optimization framework 
consisting of the analysis and optimization modules is 
constructed to verify the proposed concept with a comparison of 
an equivalent joint actuation mechanism (JAM)-based 
three-revolute joint manipulator. The numerical results 
demonstrate that the bioinspired variable gearing of the DAM 
allows for a significant enhancement of end-effector velocity and 
force, depending on a given task. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In robotics, joint actuation is generally performed by 
electric motors. Because typical electric motors have a small 
torque and high speed, the use of a transmission with a 
reduction gear ratio is mandatory. Therefore, the performance 
of the robot, which is typically aimed to achieve either high 
speed or high force, is affected depending on the gear ratio 
selected. A simple and effective solution to this classic 
engineering contradiction between speed and force is to 
physically adjust the optimal gear ratio for a given task. 

The most common example of changing gear ratios for 
transmission is the vehicle powertrain system. A typical 
vehicle equipped with multiple gears operates at a certain 
fixed gear ratio that allow it to run efficiently in each speed 
range and shifts a gear ratio when necessary. On the other 
hand, a continuously variable transmission (CVT) provides an 
incessant changes of gear ratios, thereby increasing the fuel 
economy and dynamic performance of a vehicle by better 
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balancing the engine operating conditions under time-varying 
driving circumstances [1].  

In the field of robotics, research on variable gearing has 
been recently conducted. A dual mode twisting mechanism 
has been proposed to achieve either high speed or high force 
motion by discretely shifting the radius of the twisted string 
[2] [3]. To achieve high-speed motion and large grasping force, 
a grasping-force-magnification mechanism was similarly 
proposed in [4]. Actively variable transmission based on 
crank-slider kinematics was proposed for several situations 
such as walking, and stair ascent and descent [5]. 

There has also been a study on the CVT mechanism for 
continuously variable gearing. A method of continuously 
shifting gears has been proposed by replacing the teeth of the 
strain wave gears with soft frictional contact [6]. In [7], the 
gear ratio continuously changes by adjusting the effective 
pulley radius. As a continuously variable gearing system, a 
parallel-link manipulator was also proposed with several 
linear shaft motors in [8]. In [9], the rubber wheel, which 
spools the wire, continuously reduces the moment arm due to 
the passively decreased wheel radius under the increasing 
external load, thereby providing continuously variable gear 
ratio changes. However, in the aforementioned studies, it was 
not possible to actively control the gear ratio changes, but only 
passively by external force. 

Meanwhile, variable gearing systems can be found in 
nature, with pennate muscles being an example. Pennate 
muscles are known to generate a large force, because it has 
muscle fibers in an oblique direction to the line of the external 
force [10]. As the muscle contracts, the fibers rotate more 
obliquely to the line of action, the angle of which is called the 
pennation angle. In [11], the ratio of muscle speed to fiber 
speed was defined as the architectural gear ratio, and it was 
found that this value varies with the load exerted on the muscle. 
It should be noted that a change in the pennation angle for 
muscle movement lead to a change in gear ratio. Then, this 
working principle of a pennate muscle was applied to a 
McKibben actuator array, and it was demonstrated that the 
architectural gear ratio changes according to load [12]. 

As a widely used engineering scheme, gradient-based 
optimization is a type of mathematical programming that can 
systematically and efficiently minimize or maximize the 
objective function (e.g., minimization of the assistive force by 
the robot and zero-moment-point error [13] and joint torque 
[14], or maximization of electrical energy for the energy 
harvester [15]) while satisfying the constraint functions (e.g., 
self-collision and singular configuration [16], physical 
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constraints of the sensor configuration [17]). Regarding gear 
ratio changes, the linear-to-rotary transmission ratio of the 
four-bar linkage mechanism was optimized [18]. To maximize 
the gripping force, the force transmission ratio was also 
maximized using genetic algorithm [19]. 

As another example of bio-inspired actuation mechanism, 
the distributed actuation mechanism (DAM) relocates the 
redundant actuation point of a slider to improve the fingertip 
force [20]. The DAM can adjust the joint torque simply by 
changing the position of the slider without changing a posture. 
This paper proposes the concept of the DAM-based 
bioinspired variable gearing and verifies it with the 
three-revolute joint manipulator. The structural gear ratio 
(SGR) of the DAM is defined and then is derived in terms of 
the slider position and the joint angle. Then, gradient-based 
optimization is conducted to determine the maximum velocity 
and force of the DAM-based three-revolute joint (DAM-3R) 
manipulator. For comparison, a joint actuation mechanism 
(JAM)-based three-revolute joint (JAM-3R) manipulator is 
investigated with the power-equivalent motors and the same 
geometric specification. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the 
concept of bioinspired variable gearing in the DAM is 
explained. Then, the SGR is defined and mathematically 
expressed, based on the leadscrew actuation. Section III 
describes the simulation-based optimization that can 
determine the maximum performance of the DAM-3R 
manipulator. Then, the effects of the SGR are analyzed with a 
comparison of an equivalent JAM-3R manipulator. The 

conclusion follows in Section IV. 

II. BIOINSPIRED VARIABLE GEARING OF THE DAM 

A. Concept of the DAM-based Bioinspired Variable Gearing  
Pennate muscles move with varying gear ratios by 

changing the pennation angle (θ in Fig. 1(a)), depending on 
the external load [11]. Based on this observation, a biomimetic 
pneumatic actuator array was proposed in [12]. Considering 
the above action of pennate muscles, the pneumatic actuator 
array can change the pennation angle (θm in Fig. 1(b)), which 
leads to a change in the gear ratio (Fig. 1(b)). Similarly, as 
shown in Fig. 1(c), the fundamental movement of human 
fingers, such as stretching or expanding, can be accomplished 
through contraction and relaxation of the flexor digitorum 
profundus, flexor digitorum superficialis, and extender 
digitorum [21]. Concurrently, sophisticated and dexterous 
movements can be achieved by the spatially dispersed 
actuation of opponens pollicis over the finger rather than by 
the lumped actuation. In [20], the spatially distributed 
actuation of  opponens pollicis was implemented in the DAM 
by controlling a slider that moves along a link  (Fig. 1 (d)). 
Ultimately, both systems control the force vector for variable 
gearing. However, it should be noted that the pneumatic 
actuator array change the direction of force to adjust the 
architectural gear ratio [12], whereas the DAM changes the 
point of application of the force [20]. This study will 
quantitatively investigate the DAM from the viewpoint of 

 
Fig. 1. Bioinspired variable gearing systems: (a) Pennate muscle [11], (b) Pneumatic actuator array [12], (c) Spatially distributed actuation of a finger [21], (d) 
Distributed actuation mechanism [13]. 

TABLE I DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE DAM  
Design 

variables 
(to be 

determined) 

 Lower Bound Upper Bound 
θ [°] 20 90 

s [mm] 37.0 77.0 
Design 

constants 
(fixed) 

c [mm] 80 
L [mm] 0.7 
h [mm] 15.5 
Fmax [N] 55.79 

 
 

Fig. 2. Distributed actuation mechanism for a single joint using leadscrew. 



  

continuously variable gearing.  

B. Structural Gear Ratio of the DAM  
In this study, a leadscrew was used to implement the linear 

movement of the slider along the link. Considering the offset 
between a hinge joint and slider (h in Fig. 2), the relation 
between the joint angle (θ) and the slider positions (s) can be 
expressed, using the law of cosine as follows: 

 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( ) ( ) ( ) 2 cos( )b bc s s ss π θ= + − − ,  (1) 

where ( )ˆ tan 2s s h θ= − ; ( )ˆ tan 2b bs s h θ= − ;  

( )2 2ˆ ˆ( ) ( sin ) cos tan 2b
js c s s hθ θ θ= − − + ; c is the length 

of the connecting rod; h is the hinge offset; and s and sb are the 
position of the front and back sliders,  respectively. 
Differentiating (1) with respect to time, the angular velocity of 
the joint can be obtained as: 

 
( )( ) ( )( )2 2

2

tan cos tan cos

cos ( ) sin ( )

b b b

b b

s h s s s h s s

h s s ss h

θ θθ θ
θ

θ θ

− + + − +
=

+ + −

   

 . (2) 

If the lead of leadscrew is L, the slider's speed ṡ and ṡb can be 
derived, as follows: 

 ,
2 2

b b
j

L Ls sω ω
π π

= =  ,  (3) 

where ω and ωb indicate the motor speed for the front and back 
sliders, respectively. To calculate the gear ratio, we first 
assume that ωb = 0, allowing us to determine the gear ratio by 
the front slider. In this study, the structural gear ratio (SGR) is 
defined, as follows: 
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.  (4) 

Because sb is a function of θ and s, the SGR finally becomes a 
function of θ and s. In this study, using the information listed 
in TABLE I, the SGR was calculated to investigate the effect 
of the gear ratio change. Fig. 3(a) shows the contour of the 
SGR of the DAM for the single joint. Within a given range of 

 
Fig. 4. Motor and joint characteristic curves. (a) Motor characteristic curves 
selected for the JAM and DAM. (b) Joint characteristic curves of the JAM 
and DAM according to the minimum and maximum SGRs. 

 
Fig. 3. Structural gear ratio (SGR) of the DAM for a single joint. (a) Contour 
plot of the SGR according to back slider position. (b) Plot of front slider 
position versus joint torque at θ = 68˚. (c) Plot of the SGR versus joint 
torque at θ = 68˚. 

TABLE II Specification of the motors used for the DAM and JAM  
Item DAM JAM 

Motor 
Model PGM12-1230 DCX 16 S 

ω0 [rpm] 12500 6340 
τs [mNm] 3.12 12.5 

ω-τ area [W] 2.04 4.15 
Weight [g] 13 26 

Gear 
head Model IG-12 GPX 16 

Ratio 1/16 1/28 
Spur gear Ratio 26/30 26/30 
Harmonic 

drive Model - CSG-17-80-2UH 
Ratio - 1/80 

SGR Min. ratio 1/858.38 - 
Max. ratio 1/205.15 - 

 



  

the back slider position (37mm ≤ sb ≤ 77mm), the minimum 
SGR is 1.16e-3 when θ = 90˚ and s = 66.66 mm; maximum 
SGR is 4.87e-3 when θ = 20˚ and s = 49.67 mm. Therefore, the 
maximum-to-minimum SGR ratio is 4.2.  

To investigate a relationship between the slider position, 
SGR, and torque for a single joint, the torque generated at the 
joint can be derived [20], as follows: 

 max
tan

1 tan
s hF ψτ

µ ψ
+

=
+

, (5) 

where ( ) ( ){ }1 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆcos ( ) 2bc s s csψ −= + − ; Fmax is the 
maximum thrusting force of the slider; and μ is the Coulomb 
friction coefficient. The specific relationship between the 
slider position, SGR, and torque at θ = 68˚ is shown in Fig. 
3(b) and 3(c). For example, when s is 61.02mm, the SGR 
becomes 2.07e-3 and this allows for the joint torque of 3Nm. 
The trend of the curves shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) is similar 

to that reported in [11], [12]. It is interesting to note that the 
gear ratio in [11], [12] is passively determined according to the 
external load, whereas the proposed SGR can be actively 
controlled for a given task by changing the position of the 
front and back sliders, as expressed in (4). Because changing 
the position of the front and back sliders is a way of joint 
actuation in the DAM, no additional actuator is required for 
active gear changes in the DAM. 

However, the JAM which is a widely used actuating 
method uses one actuator to control one joint, whereas the 
DAM uses two actuators, which seemingly increases the 
weight and complexity of a system. To fairly compare the 
performance of these two driving methods, commercial 
motors for the DAM and JAM were selected so that the ω-τ 
area of the DAM is half that of the JAM (i.e., 
power-equivalent for joint actuation), as shown in Fig. 4(a) 
and TABLE II. The reducer such as gear head and spur gear 
was selected, considering commercial products available in 
the market. Fig. 4(b) shows the joint characteristic curve with 
the minimum and maximum SGR (1.16e-3 and 4.87e-3, 
respectively) under the aforementioned setting. Compared 
with the JAM with a fixed gear ratio, the DAM can cover a 
wider range of speed and torque by actively changing the SGR 
for a given task. Assuming that the SGR can be selected from 
0 to ∞ (i.e., theoretical bounds of the SGR), the DAM can 
cover the actuating area under the black dotted line, which can 
be expressed as follows: 

 0 1
4

sω τ
ω

τ
= ,  (6) 

where ω0 and τs are the no load speed and the stall torque of the 
motor, respectively. In summary, through using the proposed 
variable gearing, the DAM can produce greater velocity and 
force than the JAM which is equipped with a 
power-equivalent motor. 

III. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION 

To show the effectiveness and potential of the proposed 
variable gearing of the DAM, a three-revolute joint planar 

 
Fig. 5. Diagram of the DAM-based three-revolute joint manipulator. 

TABLE III Design Parameters of the DAM-3R 

Design 
variables 

Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 
Lower 
Bound Upper 

Bound Lower 
Bound Upper 

Bound Lower 
Bound Upper 

Bound 
𝜃𝜃1 [°] θ1

(l) θ1

(u) θ2

(l) θ2

(u) θ3

(l) θ3

(u) 
sj [mm] 37.0 77.0 37.0 77.0 37.0 77.0 
ṡj [mm/s] -7.1 7.1 -7.1 7.1 -7.1 7.1 
ṡj

b
 [mm/s] -7.1 7.1 -7.1 7.1 -7.1 7.1 

Design 
constants Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 
lj [mm] 114.0 114.0 129.0 
cj [mm] 80.0 80.0 80.0 

M 8 
Fmax [N] 55.79 
ṡmax [mm/s] 7.1 

 

 
Fig. 6. Flowchart of the optimization framework. 



  

manipulator was selected. Detailed model description and 
notation are shown in Fig. 5. 

A.  Optimization Formulation 
Because the proposed variable gearing can increase either 

speed or force, it can be considered as a bi-objective 
optimization problem of maximizing velocity and force at the 
same time. The general bi-objective optimization formulation 
can be expressed as 

 

1 2

1 2

( ) ( )

Find , , ,
To minimize ( ) (1 ) ( )
subject to ( ) 0 1,2, ,
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i i i
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g j J
h k K

x x x i n

α α+ −
≤ =

= =

≤ ≤ =

x x
x
x









,  (7) 

where α is a weight coefficient (0 ≤ α ≤ 1); the superscripts (l) 
and (u) denote the lower and upper bounds of the design 
variables; f1 and f2 are the objective functions to be optimized 
simultaneously (force and speed, respectively, in this study); 
and gj and hk are the inequality and equality constraint 

functions, respectively. In (7), the design variable is an 
n-dimensional vector of x. One of widely used methods of 
solving a bi-objective optimization problem is the ε-constraint 
method [22]. If one objective function (velocity in this study) 
remains as an objective and the other (force in this study) is 
restricted with user-specified values as a constraint, (7) can be 
re-formulated as follows:  
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,  (8) 

where the parameter εm represents an upper bound of f1. 

For the DAM, as expressed in (2), the end-effector velocity 
is a function of the front slider position (s) and the thrusting 
speed of the front and back sliders (ṡ and ṡb, respectively). 
Finally, the detailed optimization problem can be formulated 
as follows: 
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. (9) 

In (9), design variables are the first joint angle (θ1), the 
positions of the front slider (s1, s2, s3), the thrusting speeds of 
the front slider (ṡ1, ṡ2, ṡ3), and the thrusting speeds of the back 
slider (ṡ1, ṡ2, ṡ3). The objective function (f2 = |ve|) is the 
absolute value of the end-effector velocity. f1 is a converted 
constraint function which represents the external force applied 
to the end-effector. In this study, assuming that only 
gravitation force is applied as external force, εk was set to have 
a range of (0, |Fex|max), where |Fex|max represents the maximum 
achievable payload. g1 is the constraint function to make the 
direction of end-effector velocity coincide with the base 
direction di. In this study, the base direction di was defined, as 
follows: 

 T[cos , sin ]i β β=d , (10) 

where β is a polar angle whose range is (0, 2π). By dividing 
these ranges into 45 degrees, a total of eight base directions 
were selected (i.e., M = 8 in (9)). g2 and g3 are constraints 

 
Fig. 7. Optimization results at the end-effector position (xe, ye) = (150 mm, 
-150 mm). (a) Optimization history with d = [0, 1]T and |Fex|=0 where the 
blue and red line represent the objective function and constraint, 
respectively. (b) Distribution of the optimized thrusting parameters (ṡ and 
F) in the linear characteristic curve of a motor with εk=0 to 22N. 



  

indicating that the speed and force of the slider must operate 
within a linear characteristic curve in four quadrants. g4 is a 
constraint function which represents the lower and upper 
bounds of the back slider position. 

To solve (9), the optimization framework was constructed 
(Fig. 6). It is composed of the analysis module (RecurDyn) 
and the optimization module (in-house code written in 
MATLAB). RecurDyn is a commercial multi-body dynamics 
software, which imports a CAD model for DAM-3R and 
evaluate the performance such as end-effector velocity and 
driving force of the slider. The in-house code was built to 
connect the RecurDyn and optimization algorithm (Sequential 
quadratic programming in MATLAB optimization toolbox 
[23]) through exchanging information on the target system 
using ASCII files. The design parameters used in the 
optimization are summarized in TABLE III. 

B. Optimization Results 
Fig. 7(a) shows the optimization history at the end-effector 

position (xe, ye) = (150 mm, -150 mm) with d=[0, 1]T and 
|Fex|=0. After 13 iterations, the objective function and the 
maximum constraints converged to the maximum velocity 
(50.49 mm/s) and zero (which means that constraint becomes 
just feasible), respectively. The optimization results of the 
slider’s speed and force are depicted in Fig. 7(b), where |Fex| 
was applied from 0 to 22N with an increment of 2N. All the 
optimized points are located in the operational area 
(represented as the blue dotted lines in Fig. 7(b)) of a motor 
listed in TABLE II. It should be noted that sliders s1, s1

b, s3, 
and s3

b operate along the boundary of the operational area, 
whereas sliders s2 and s2

b operate inside the boundary to push 
the end-effector velocity to the direction of the base direction. 
This means that the DAM can achieve the maximum velocity 
without using a full power of each slider. Therefore, it is 
necessary to conduct optimization in order to precisely 
determine the optimal control parameters. Fig. 8(a) shows the 
Pareto frontier of end-effector velocity and force (blue line), 
which can be obtained as a result of (9). The sum of the 
mechanical power of each slider is represented as a red line. It 
is interesting to note that both curves in Fig. 8(a) are very 
similar to actual motor characteristic curves depicted in Fig. 
8(b). This similarity stems from the use of the constraint 
functions (g2 and g3) which reflect the actual characteristics of 
the commercial motor shown in Fig. 7(b). 

In addition, the JAM-3R was investigated to show the 
effectiveness of the proposed variable gearing. The same link 
length and the upper and lower bounds of joint angles were set, 

as used in the DAM-3R. The specification of the 
power-equivalent motor and reducer used for the JAM-3R 
were listed in TABLE II. Because end-effector velocity of the 
JAM-3R is determined by joint angle and angular velocity, the 
optimization problem for the JAM-3R is formulated as 
follows:  
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. (11) 

Design variables are the first joint angle (θ1) and the joint 
speeds ( 1θ , 2θ , 3θ ). The objective function (f2 = |ve|) 
represents the absolute value of the end-effector velocity, as 
used in (9). f1 is a converted constraint function which 
represents the external force applied to the end-effector. In this 
study, the range of εk was set to have (0, |Fex|max), where |Fex|max 
represents the maximum achievable payload. g1 is the 
constraint function to make the direction of the end-effector 
velocity coincide with the base direction di. g2 is a constraint 
that the speed and force of the slider must operate within a 

 
Fig. 8. (a) Pareto frontier of end-effector velocity and force (blue line) and 
total power (red line). Note that shaded areas are intended to show a trend of 
the extrapolated curves. (b) Characteristic curve of commercial motor 
selected for the DAM (blue line for speed and red line for power). 

TABLE IV DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE JAM-3R 

Design 
variables 

Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 
Lower 
bound Upper 

bound Lower 
bound Upper 

bound Lower 
bound Upper 

bound 
𝜃𝜃1 [°] θ1

(l) θ1

(u) θ2

(l) θ2

(u) θ3

(l) θ3

(u) 
θ j [°/s] -13.25 13.25 -13.25 13.25 -13.25 13.25 

Design 
constants Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 
lj [mm] 114.0 114.0 129.0 

M 8 
τmax [Nm] 3.49 
θ max [°/s] 13.25 

 



  

linear characteristic curve in four quadrants. The same 
optimization framework depicted in Fig. 6 was used to solve 
(11). The design parameters used in the optimization are 
summarized in TABLE IV. 

Fig. 9 shows the maximum achievable speed according to 
varying payload at the end-effector positions: p1 = (50 mm, 
-150 mm), p2 = (150 mm, -150 mm), and p3 = (250 mm, -150 
mm). It can be seen that the maximum achievable speed of the 
DAM-3R is larger than those of the JAM-3R. In addition, the 
DAM-3R can handle a higher payload than the JAM-3R at p1 
and p2 (specifically 6N higher at p1 and 4N higher at p2), but 
the JAM-3R can lift 1N higher than the DAM-3R at p3. As the 
end-effector position moves from p1 to p3, the posture of the 
robot arm becomes extended, thereby resulting in a smaller 
maximum-to-minimum SGR ratio. Therefore, as the range of 
the SGR decreases, the motion becomes faster, but the 
allowable payload becomes smaller. TABLE V clearly shows 
that the DAM can achieve higher velocity and force than the 
JAM by actively changing to the optimal gear ratio for the 
given task. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a novel concept of bioinspired variable 

gearing was proposed, based on the DAM. Through 
mathematical derivation, the SGR can be expressed in terms 
of the position of the slider and the joint angle. The 
optimization framework presented in this study allows to 

determine the optimal control parameters such as slider 
positions and joint angles, which can provide the maximum 
velocity according to the given payload. It should be noted 
that, because changing the position of the front and back 
sliders is a way of joint actuation in the DAM, the proposed 
bioinspired variable gearing does not require additional 
actuators to actively change a gear ratio. Optimization results 
show that the DAM can achieve higher velocity and force 
than the JAM by changing to the optimal gear ratio for the 
given task. 

Because continuously variable gearing can lead to 
significant improvement in the performance of a robot, this 
research would be extended to optimize the design 
specification of a target robot and the optimal trajectories for 
a given task with further work. 
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